The Aqua Cycle “4 x 4” is the ultimate paddle boat. Four person capacity with four pedaling stations. Everybody gets in on the fun. A rear storage deck provides a place for a picnic cooler or serves as the “pet deck” to bring extended family along. Two forward facing adjustable seats lets children and adults share the same ride and the pedaling.

- Heavy Duty 15” diameter pontoons - .080” 5052-H32 Aluminum
- Capacity: 800 pounds/ 4 people
- Width: 70”
- Height: 47”
- Length: 13’
- Boat Weight: 286 pounds
- Two Year Warranty

Optional Accessories:
- Bimini Top
- Fishing Rod Holders
- Seat Cushions
- Life Ring Set
- Front Fishing Table
- Electric Motor Drive, with Solar charger
Family fun is what the Aqua Cycle II is all about. Two bench seats, one forward facing and one rear facing, provide room for adults and children or simply for a bunch of children. There is an integral swim ladder on the rear of the boat, and storage deck between the two seats for stowing a cooler, camera, or tote bags. Take a tour around the lake and enjoy the fresh air and healthy exercise.

- Heavy Duty 15” diameter pontoons - .080” 5052-H32 Aluminum
- Capacity: 800 pounds/ 4 people
- Width: 70”
- Height: 47”
- Length: 13’
- Boat Weight: 286 pounds
- Two Year Warranty

Optional Accessories:
- Bimini Top
- Fishing Rod Holders
- Seat Cushions
- Life Ring Set
- Front Fishing Table
- Electric Motor Drive, with Solar charger
Whether it be a fishing excursion or an evening sunset ride for Mom and Dad the Aqua Cycle Plus is a great way to enjoy relaxing time on the water. Rear deck and walkway provide for a roomy casting platform for fishing quiet coves and inlets. Accessory fishing table and rod holders make this a complete fishing rig. Put the fishing equipment away and you have a perfect paddle boat for two with an integral swim ladder, and a big rear deck for the family pet, picnic supplies, or whatever you decide to take along.

- Heavy Duty 15” diameter pontoons - .080” 5052-H32 Aluminum
- Capacity: 800 pounds/ 2 People
- Width: 70”
- Height: 47”
- Length: 13’
- Boat Weight: 284 pounds
- Two Year Warranty

Optional Accessories:
- Bimini Top
- Fishing Rod Holders
- Seat Cushion
- Life Ring Set
- Front Fishing Table
- Electric Motor Drive, with Solar charger
For one or two people the Aqua Cycle 15 is the perfect paddle boat. As with all Aqua Cycle paddle boats the “15” has a staggered crankshaft that allows one person in the middle of the adjustable seat to pedal or for two people side by side. The Aqua Cycle 15 moves easily through the water and turns in an amazing tight circle. A rear deck with a rail provides plenty of room for picnic supplies and tote bags. Safe fun for the kids or a relaxing ride around the lake for Grandma and Grandpa; either way the Aqua Cycle 15 provides many years of family fun.

- Heavy Duty 15” diameter pontoons - .080” 5052-H32 Aluminum
- Capacity: 585 pounds/ 2 People
- Width: 70”  
  Length: 10’2”
- Height: 47”  
  Boat Weight: 200 pounds
- Two Year Warranty

Optional Accessories:
- Bimini Top  
- Fishing Rod Holders  
- Seat Cushion  
- Life Ring Set  
- Front Fishing Table  
- Electric Motor Drive, with Solar charger
The Aqua Cycle Original was introduced over 40 years ago as the first pontoon paddle boat. The smaller pontoons and basic frame make this a good choice for a children's boat at the lakefront cottage. Enough capacity for an adult and a child or a couple of children the Original has the same drive mechanism as the larger capacity models. Six bladed twin paddle wheels propel this boat through the water easily. Rugged construction. There are many 40 year old Originals still on the water providing family fun.

- Heavy Duty 12" diameter pontoons - .080" 5052-H32 Aluminum
- Capacity: 400 pounds/ 2 people
- Width: 64"  
  Length: 10'2"
- Height: 44"  
  Weight: 150 pounds
- Two Year Warranty

Optional Accessories:
- Bimini Top  
  Seat Cushion  
  Front Fishing Table
- Rear Deck  
  Rear Deck Rail  
  Fishing Rod Holders
- Life Ring Set

Optional Accessories:

All Aqua Cycle paddle boats with 15" diameter pontoons can be fitted with a battery powered motor drive assembly that provides quiet operation with zero maintenance. The electric motor drive serves as an excellent emergency back up for older folks or an efficient trolling motor for the fisherman. The electric motor drive has a clutch system incorporated into the chain drive to power the paddlewheel assembly. Should the paddlewheel become jammed there is a circuit breaker that will safely shut down the motor drive. Using the hand lever that mounts on the seat frame one may either allow the motor drive to power the paddle boat or assist the pedaling of the operator. A solar charger is provided as standard equipment and as a result the battery will need little or no maintenance during the course of the season. There is a key switch to prevent unwanted use of the boat with the motor.

Three Year Warranty

All Optional Accessories Pictured.
- Bimini Top  
  Seat Cushion  
  Front Fishing Table  
  Fishing Rod Holders  
  Life Ring Set  
  Electric Drive Motor - 12v (Not Available on the "Original")
The *Aqua Swim Raft* is all about low maintenance and years of service. All aluminum frame construction with stainless steel hardware allows the swim raft to endure many, many years of lake exposure and still look and function well. Experienced lakefront cottage owners know that UV rays will cause plastic to fade and crack and the water and sun will cause wood to rot. The *Aqua Swim Raft* will be impervious to weather long after other rafts have been discarded. The *Aqua Swim Raft* is available in two sizes, 8′ x 8′ or 8′ x 12′. The deck is 3/4″ pressure treated marine plywood covered with 18 oz Marine carpeting. The edges are all finished with quality aluminum extrusions. 23″ pontoons provide maximum flotation and there is a mooring eye provided under the deck.

Two Year Warranty
Optional Dock Ladder – 4 step fixed or 4 step folding (pictured)
Children, Moms and Dads, and even Grandma and Grandpa can enjoy the great fun of being on the water with Aqua Cycle Paddle Boats. No worry of swamping or tipping over, these boats have been manufactured for over 40 years with safety in mind. Environmentally friendly, great for healthy exercise, and no fuel to buy. Aqua Cycle is the original pontoon paddle boat.

Quality is built in for years and years of hassle free use. Used Aqua Cycle paddle boats do not get sold, they get handed down to the next generation. Aluminum, stainless steel, and urethane construction make for minimal maintenance. The pontoons are made from heavy duty aluminum that compares with the larger motorized pontoon boats. The crankshaft is solid forged construction for dependable strength; twin staggered 6 bladed paddle wheels offer a quiet and efficient ride; front and rear synchronized rudders allow highly maneuverable turns; and adjustable bench seats allow more comfort and efficiency for children through adults. Coupled with tempered paddle and rudder blades these boats are made to withstand the rigors of resort and rental use.

With 5 Aqua Cycle models to choose from there is a boat to fit all needs. Come ride an Aqua Cycle to experience more fun on the water.